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Career services makes the move to Vinal Cottage
Move across Route 32 made despite overwhelming _Students
and administration
student protest before winter vacation
reevaluate shared governance policy
BY JENNIFER LEVAN

EdiJor in Chief
Finals week is always a hectic
time. but for students and administrators involved in the debate over
the relocation of the Office of Career Services last semester. finals

were only one of many concerns.
Despite protests, in the form of a
petition with 635 signatures from
students who believed they should
have been more involved in the
decision making process, Robert
Hampton, dean of the college, and
Stephen Loomis, provost and dean
of the faculty, decided to move the
Office of Career Services over J anuary break.
The office was relocated from
Woodworth
House to V inal Cottage, across Route 32. Vinal Cottage is the former site of the Chinese and Japanese departments.
Hampton led an open meeting
on Tuesday December
14, at the

request of the Student Government
Association. Students and administrators focused their debate on not
on Iy the issues surrounding the
move, but the fact that students were

not consulted in the process.
Hampton

said the administration

made the final decision to move the
office on Thursday, December 16.
Hampton said the proposal to
move the offices came out of the
1991-92 Program Review of the
Career Services Office.
"Students, faculty and staff were

all involved in this review committee:' Hampton said.
Adequate space for individual
offices, the third floor space
of
Woodworth House
which is "unavailable for mock interviews and services" and a climb
for most campus
recruiters, as well
as the library with
its inadequate seating space, were the
three main issues
thecommitteeconcentrated on, according to Hampton.
Brooks said that
if the college had
not moved the offices in January,
they would have to
wait until summer
tobeginnewintemship
programs.
Also, the move was

tor of the Asian art collection, at a
Scholars Retreat. Loomis then reponed this idea to Claire Gaudiani,
president of the college.

>l

pushed because of
impending

Brooks
said,
"We felt as a group
that we were doing
something
that
would benefit

Claire Gaudiani,

president of the college

stu-

dents."
Loomis said the idea to move
Career Services came from Charles
Chu, professor emeritus and cura-

APRIL ONDIS

News Editor
Claire Gaudiani, president of the college, has attracted criticism of late from an unexpected source: the
Black Coaches' Association of the NCAA.
Gaudiani serves as Division 1Il president for the
NCAA Presidents' Commission, and is also a member
of the executive committee. At the January 10 NCAA
Convention in San Antonio, Texas, NCAA Divisions I
and II voted against reinstating a fourteenth basketball
scholarship.
Gaudiani, who was ineligible to participate in the vote
because it only took plaee in Divisions I and II, has been
criticized for a speech that she gave before the Division
I and II vote by proponents of the move to reinstate the
fourteenth scholarship.
Many Division I and II coaches and members of the
B lack Coaches' Association in particular, were strongly
vocal in their dissatisfaction
at the San Antonio vote.
Many saw the vote against the fourteenth scholarship as
a racist one, because it means that one less DIVISion Ior
II player will be able to attend college on a scholarship.
Many coaches have threatened to boycott games, or to
delay the start of televised games, in order to create
embarrassing and costly problems for networks and the

Hampton said that the roovarun-

errurnco, although

winter

weatherconditions,

Students, however, believed that
they should have been consulted
about the move in more than the
Sec Students, p.4

Gaudiani, Division III take
stand in NCAA controversy

colleges.

Hampton said in a letter addressed
to
the Student Government AssoEditor in Chief
ciation, "The rn istakcs made around
In the wake of student-led critithe move of Career Services illuscism
of
the
trate how we can get 0[[ track even
administration's
hanhere where our commitments
to a
dling of the decision
shared government arc so strong."
to move the Office of
Claire Gaudiani, president of the
Career Services, stucollege, agreed that some mistakes
dent leaders and adhad been made in thcdecision-mak-ministration members
ing process involved in the Career
have announced their
Services move.
intentions to formuIn the debate over the move wh ich
late an official policy
took place during finals week, Lynn
of shared governance.
Brooks, vice president for finance,
The college has a
said, "There arc some things that
current policy of stuare just decisions made by the administration.
dent
governance,
titled, "The Statement
Gaudiani later agreed that there is
of Principles and Valadivisionof responsibility, butqucsues for Student Life
tioned whether the.decision to move
Outside
the Classthe Office of Career Services was
the sole responsibility o(the adminroom at Connecticut
istration. "There probably arc zones
College,"
which reof responsibilities
that arc so\cly
spects student governance.
mine, or solely the responsibihties
of senior administrators.
Was this,
This
statement
one of thcm? 1 uon't think so," ~;ail\
lacks a detailed stateGaud.i;Jpi
ment on sb~.JJovBY JENNIFER LE VAN

that logic and heart are

on her side.
"The thirteenth
scholarship
was removcd two
years ago as a part of a program to contain costs in
athletic programs," said Gaudiani.
Said Gaudiani, "To look at the issue from a racial
standpoint gives the impression that the only way
black students get to college is through sports."
"Many big programs, like John Thompson's
[at
Georgetown UniversityJ.don'tcven
use 14 scholarships," said Gaudiani. "I don't believe that fourteenth scholarship
is going to make or break the
careers of 350 students [in Divisions I and II]."
Moreover, Gaudiani said that it is a misconception
that athletic programs do most of their recruiting in
the inner cities. She cited the substantial number of
suburban and international athletes.
Gaudiani believes that athletic budgets need to be
trimmed for the good of Division I colleges.
"One college, the University of San Francisco,
had to reduce it's courseofrerings

by something
Sec Connecticut,

meeting, the SG~
passed an open letter to the college
community
outlining its involvement
in the

Jim Calhoun, men's basketball coach at the Universityof Connecticut, said, "My staff and I are very
sympathetic to the issueofthe potential exclusion of
prospecti ve student -ath lete opportun ities in the sport
of men's basketball."
Still, Gaudiani maintains

Robert
HampWn,
dean of the college,
said "Even jf we
haven 't put it in writing, the college has
practiced a policy of
shaned governance:'
At last Thursday's
Assembly

likc
p.9

Career

lion ot'the sharedgovcmancc policy
of tnc college has been contemplated since the beginning of this
academic year, but the liming of the
discussion has been prompted because of the Career Services debate.
However, emphasizing
the irn-

"There probably are zones of
responsibilities that are solely

Ser-

vices move.
According to the letter,

mine, or solely the responsibilities

SGA hopes to ereatean official policy
which will further
define the role of

of senior administrators. Was this

collegiality in terms
of an official shared
governance policy.
The open letter

one of them? I don't thin.k so,"
- Claire

Gaudiani,

president

of the

states,
"student
leaders and the administration have
agreed to create a joint document
on shared governance, outlining the
roles of students and administrators
in the decision making process."

college

'"

penance of shared governance,
Hampton said, "I would hate to
think we're talking about shared
governance as a result of [the CaSeeSGA, p.9

In this issue ...
A&Epp,11&13
~
Cafli takes a look at the new juice machines in Harris.~.
r;;;;;;;;;;;;::::::;;J Sports pp, 14 - 16
-Featuring Tom Sairan, basketball captain
Comics p,10
CONNThoughtiViewpoint pp, 2 - 3
L:To=-m'='S.=tr::::.n,= SGA presents open letter to the community
p.lS
about Career Services move.
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CONNThought

Camels, like Buffalo Bills,
should play their own game
A bit of asuetch, agreed, but this college could learn a lesson from
the Buffalo Bills.
'The Bills have builtthemselves into the best team in the American
Football Conference. For four straight years, the Bills have been
undefeated in AFC post-season play. They have maintained practically the same learn each year, and have found a formula successful enough to propel them to the lop of their league. Honestly, who
is to say that the team will not make it to its fifth Super Bowl in
I 995? Moreover, the APC has lost the last ten Super Bowls, proving
to the world that it continues to exist as a second rate division. It is
conceivable tllat no team in the AFC could have beaten any of the
NFC playoff teams.
Connecticut College is like the Buffalo Bills. We have devised a
formula, a strategic plan, if you will, that has propelled us close to
the top of our class. We have never rested on our laurels, and have
developed into a top private liberal arts institution, every year
finishing higher in the rankings.
Yet, Ibis collegemay never enjoy the elite status ofthe best liberal
arts schools in the nation. Those institutes' longer, more illustrious
pasts, deeper endowmentS, and richer academic programs afford"
them a great advantage, and in the long run competing with them ,"
may prove to be futile.
"
Just as being Ibe best.team of a second-rate division is not gQC!d'i'
enough in the NFL, it is not a desirable positionIor a college orbti}
caliber. We need to develop our owri'g"~.pliin
lbprdr§Lv§]n
another direction. The goodnews~tI1at "t1an&~json'a;9-,~Mt?§

OCS move incites campuswide
dissent, results in new legislation
• December 13 and 14, six hundred and thirty -five students signed
petitions requesting that the move
be postponed until proper process
was followed. The letters were
addressed to both John C. Evans
Chair of the Board of Trustees, and
to Claire Gaudiani, President of the
College;
• December 15, Petitions were
mailed.

Open letter to the College Community:
In the wake of student dissatisfaction surrounding the decisionmaking process which led to the
move of the Office of Career Services to Vinal COllage, students
and administrators will be developing a document defining the role
of collegiality at Connecticut College. In the future, these steps will
ensure that decisions are made
with full student participation.
The following is an overview of the

As a result of the timely response
from students during Final Exam
week, we have gained the opponunity to foster improved relations
with the Administration and to prevent future problem situations. Student leaders and the administration have agreed to create a joint
Document
on Shared Governance, outlining the roles or students and adrn in istrators in the
decision-making
process.
The
result of this agreement will assure maximum student involvement in decisions made
Connecticut College.
The Student
Government Association wilf take
measures to keep the college community informed of the formation
of the document. Thank vou for
your support.

Student leaders and the administration have agreed to create a
joint Document on Shared Governance, outlining the roles of
students and administrators in
the decision -making process.

3t

events that took place before Winter Break,
• December 9, The Assembly
was unofficially informed of the
decision to move the Office of Ca-

Students, faculty, and administration need to-tackle th6!,lanh""d:'
on, and create a coherent. wen-sculpted document to drive 'us into---'"
reer Services \0 Vinal Cottage and
the coming years. Second best is not good enough. We need \0
to move \be twO''aCademic depan.recognize our limitations_yet alsoslrivetorise-aoove thepackand
morns (the Chinese and Japanese
,f..,!lnl/.th~S C(,/!e~.~
l'O.!f3}Pf!!.\,{, ::;.;:;
..},/:"'nhX. //,,':',....-.-:tf\§x ._;;}};;
;{L.",:,.;;)},:::t:::}
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ROMANCE

vs.

~~CGSl
Does the most romantic holiday of the year
make your toes tingle or give you a headache?
WE WANT YOUR OPINION. SUBMIT POETRY, FICTION, ESSAYS,
ARTWORK, OR PHOTOS TO Box

4970 OR

CRo215

BY FEBRU-

ARY 5TH.
Founded 1976
David Ste ....an (founder)
William F. Waltc:r (Editor in Chief Emeritus)
Fernando Juan Espueias.Asenjo.
(Publisher 1986-1988 &. President., Fund)
Brian Field (Publisher Emeritus]
Jeffrey S. Berman [Publisher Emeritus)
Sarah Huntley (Publisher Emeritus]
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Also, for the real romantics out there, classifieds and
personals for the Valentine's Day issue are also due with
$1 to box 4970 by February 5th.
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Viewpoint
Chair of PPBC responds to newspaper:

Editorial "whines selfishly;" cites errors in fact
most years we do a pretty good job of predicting and, most
importantly, the College continues to operate without a
budget deficit.
Theannual restructuring effort has two missions: tocontrol
costs where possible and to support the 5 trategicPlan 's vision
for the College. The editorial, "A cut is a cut," whines
selfishly about the cost controls on severn I student life issues
without asking the questions of what was norcut or how was
the strategic plan supported. These cuts, whichas the editorial

correctly states were proposed by the students themselves,
enabled many educational and other student life areas to be
minimally affected by the fiscal problems last year.
Would the editors have preferred across the board cuts to
financial aid, library acquisitions, student counseling services, etc., etc., so that "Claws" night cOuld continue? On the
other hand, even some of the best laid plans on paper can turn
out to be mistakes. "Hassle factors," such as the transfer of
10% of the student activity fees to the operational budget,
deserve to be revisited and will be later
this academic year for all the items
involved in restructuring last year. A
simple listing of amorphous "hassle
factors" rathcrthan indi vidually documenting their drawbacks docs little to
correct them. It might also cause a
cynic to think that the complaint about
the activity fecs by The College Voice
is something less than altruistic. Thai
the loss of"Claws"night is considered
"butchering of integral aspects of student life" explains why the editorsalso
find that "there are not a lot of things
that make this institution distinctive."
In my mind, entitlement programs at a
college do not make it distinctive, The
people and what they do and the challenges that they meet, cducanonauy
and otherwise, at the college make it
distinctive. Luckily for the students
aod College community as a whole,
the student body and its leaders last
year were distinctive. They studied 1he
issues ful\y. showed wisdom and faced
reality atachallenging time. I wish that
the same could be said for the current
editors of The CollegeYoice.
Phi/Hp

DarlU;OS

Chair or PPBC

EDlTOR

Seniorclass
vice-president
announces
resignation to
community

_.

Graphic by Kathy Burdette

Why has there been a -lack of response
to letter from ex-Conn student

Members oj the College CommuniJy:

I would like to inform you that I am
resigning from the position of Vice President of the Class of 1994. The reason for
this decision has nothing 10 do with the
members of the Senior Class Executive
Board or Class Couocil. I appreciate the
chance I was given 10 serve the class and the
college with help of these fine individuals.
:My decision 10 resigo was brought about by
'events that are not related to the class, but
have weakened my commitment to that
position.
.
As it will be two weeks or so until an
'election can be held to fill this office, Iwill
continue to act as Vice President until such
replacement takes place. Those interested
in running for this'position should contact
Neil Maniar at x3413.
Joel Kress
Class of 1994
~~--_

.. =-

's NOTE:

It is the Voice's policy (0 stand "y reporters' notes, which quote Prorcssor Hames as
saying that endowment fund growth rates
did not meet projections. Hames added that
this may have been one of the factors lead ing
to thc college's need for intensive budget
restructuring. It has been brought to rmr
attention that this lnformationis lnaccu rate.
Additionally, according to tnfurmuttou
given to The College Voice by Lynn Brooks,
vice president for finance, it is now perceived that tuition rates arc coming down in
relation to interest rates, as was accurately
reported by the Voice. Thts information
should have been attributed to Brooks.

may not be adhered to by the leaders (staff) of
the college. What example does this set for
other students if the president,
dean, etc. do not have their side of
the story 10 support their actions.
Is the Honor Code abandoned?
Does the newspaper not have an
The ex-student presents a good
half
of his story. Is there a "flip"
obligation to follow through and
side to the case or is he correct in
what he has said? Is this an issue
publicize the college's defense or
where a mistake is made and the
reasoning after accepting the
college is refusing to admit and
correct it? Why is the student
student's admission fees?
refused acceptance?
I have shown the article 10 a
number of impartial friends who
ences made in your Decem ber 7, page 3 are also questioning this issue. Does the
newspaper not have an obligation to follow
article "Mold Does Not Fit This Ex-Student." I understand that this ex-student is through and publicize the college's defense

As a subscriber and reader of The College
Voice, I am greatly bothered by the infer-

rightfully upset, but interpret that the respected Honor Code of Connecticut College

or reasoning after
Is this an issue
accepting
the
where a mistake is
student's
made and the coladmission
fees?
lege is refusing to
Yes, you
h a v e admit and correct it?
greatly
piqued our
curiosity, and we are wondering why the
student was refused acceptance. We MC
trusting that your response will be forthcoming shortly.
T

;;;;;==========;;

JOHN KESSLER

Editor's Note: The College Voice is not responsible forviwcws expressed in lcucrs primed on the CONNThoughtl
'

Viewpoint pages.

.-----------------

F~bTuary 1. 1993
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News

Students, administration
debate decision-making
process in Career
Services move to Vinal
ConlilfULd fro," p.l

capacity of a review committee. as most students did not even know such
a committee existed.
Saveena

.'

Dhall, president

of SGA, said, "The

move IS not possible
because students were cut out of the decision making process. We ~mk .It
is very important that students have enough respect to be involved 10 this

process."·

.

Megan Hughes, house senator of KB and member of the Land Use and
Space Planning Committee, said the committee had first been informed of
the proposed move a week and a half before exam week. Hughes said the
proposal didn't go through the proper commutee channels
However Brooks said the proposal went to the Land Use and Space
Planning subcommittee last May. "It was an inter jurisdictional problem,"
said Brooks, and therefore not appropriate for the space planning comrmttee. Brooks pointed out that if two administrators wanted to switch offices,
a committee would not have to be consulted.
Loomis said the proposal was sent to Charles Egan, chairofthe

.

Chinese

department, and Michi ya Kawai, chairof the Japanese department
_said

he also discussed

the proposed

Loo":, IS
move this fall at a meeting WIth

Gaudiani and department chairs.

.

Spoonheim and Slidell involved In
inadvertent breach of confidentiality
BY APRIL ONDIS

"This whole thing has evolved, not happened. No one wanted to talk
about it until the decision was made," Loomis said.
Loomis said, "There's been discussion on this for a year and a half.

News Editor
A letter sent by Sara Spoonheim,

put it up," said Slidell.
According to part I of the JBoard handbook, under section B,
"Confidentiality,"
all students, fac-

Judiciary
Board
We've had requests from those departments to move."
..
chair,which
Hampton seemed to disagree with Loomis's assessment of the decisionbreached
confimaking process.
dentiality
was
"I thought 1 blinked and I missed it," said Hampton.
hung
on
the
bulleJoe Hesse, house senator of Lazrus, seemed concerned that the move,
board
in
which was never officially announced until after break, was deliberately Jin
made over finals week because students would be more likely to be Morri..sson for approx imate.ly O;IJc,
unaware of it, or less ca'Pable of doing something about it,
Hcssesaid

"It seems 10 me al tcasr lhat this isjust a pattern of things

that

zation, or club."
"I made the mistake of including
the student's name in a [circulated]
Ietter.. I meant to omit ll1~ _n~m~-j
from that," said Spoonheim.
Spoonheim said that she believed
that it was a well-known
fact that
the names of the accused inJ-Board
trials should not be made public.
"I would think that most things
on J-Bo"rq stationery would seem
confidential. But that's just my assumption," said Spoonneim.
Spoonheim
acknowledged
that
she had made an error in including

month lest semcf-

happen befor~winter break and then are implemented when we gel back. .. cu.
The memo men"We're puuing services for future students over [he priori lies of students
now," Hesse said.
.
tioned the name
Lynn .ialiba, public relations director, said that she learned of the and class year of a
relocation of the Office of Career Services through a rumor. "I feel slighted
student, and the
that no one [in the administration] ever asked for student opinion," Saliba
outcome of a trial
said.
in which the stuNe1\ Manier, senior class president, seemed to agree that to an extent, the dent was found not
decision was an administrative one. However, he argued that since the guilty of pulling a
pin from a fire excareer services move was an administrative decision that directly affected
students, students should have been more involved in making the decision
tinguisher in a Jas they had been in recommending reinvestment in South Africa.
Board trial.
''I'm not prepared to say whether ornotl support the move, but I do feel
The letter from
that many students in our class feel that we've been cut out of the process,"
Spconheim , adManiar said.
dressed to Donna
Many student leaders suggested that the decision to move the Office of
Career Services ought to be postponed until second semester, when
students would be on campus and able to participate in discussions
concerning the move.
Maniar stressed the importance of delaying the move. He said that
although some research into the move had been done, the most critical
piece of information, "whether or not students wanted the move," was not
researched
Both students and administrators present at the meeting debated what the
role of students ought to be in making college-wide decisions. Questions
about the college's undefined shared governance policy seemed to beat the
heart of debate.
Torn Just, house senator of Abbey, asked, "Does the student body have
the rightLO have an innuential say? Where do you draw the line?"
Hampton replied, "If there is a line, I don't know where it is."
Brooks said, "There are some things that are just decisions made by the
administration."
"We '.re not asking to be micro-managers, but rather that we be consulted
on issues that affect the community," said Chris McDaniel, house senator
of JA.

Please recycle

the name of a student accused in a I-

Scott of the Accounting
Office,
File photo/The CollegeVoice

and circulated to Sara Spoonhcim, J-Board chair
the dean of student
I ife and housefcllows of Morriss on,
ulty, and administrators
are bound
Branford, J .A., and Wright, detai led
by confidentiality
under the honor
individual fines in four dormitories
code. The handbook con wins spethat Spoonheim
had decided to
waive.
Although
Spoonheim
waived fines for each dorm separately, she included nOlices for all
four of the dorms in lhe same letter.
The letter was circulated to Mark
Slidell, housefellow or Morrisson,
who put it on thc bulletin boord.
Slidell said that hehad mentioned
the possibility that his dorm would
be fined for a false fire alarm at a
dorm meeting early in the year, and
that he posted the letter to inrorm
the dormilory residents thm they
would not be responsible for paying
a fine.

Board trial in the letter and said, "I
spoke with the student [mentioned
in the letter], and I [apologized],
and he seemed to be okay."
Spoonheim
said that the only
people outside the J-Board who
ought to be made aware of the details of .a case are Ca;herine
WoodBrooks,
dean of student life
and advisor tothe f-Board. the accused, and the accuser in a trial.

The .College Voice
PUblishing Group

"I posted it so thc donn would
know that we weren't being fined,"
said Slidell.

The College Voice

cifie language prohibiting members
ofthe college community from discussing any aspects of a case "even
to the extent that the case existed."
The handbeok
also states that
breaches
of confidentiality
may
"neither beextendcd nor facilitated
by any individual campus organi-

Slidell said that he did not realize
that some of the contents of the
letter were confidential. "It came to
me in my mailbox, and itdidn't say
confidential anywhcre.lfithadsaid
confidential,
I would never have

is accepting applications for:

Classified Ad Manager
Advertising Representative
Applications are available in the box oULSide the Voice office and arc
due Wednesday February 9 by 5:00PM

The College Voice
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!

Dripping faucets and leaking showers
waste gallons in dorms every day
NATAUE

"It kind of bothered me, so Idecided that's what I'd do my
talk on." Yu found a shower leaking in his dorm one day, and

Hnrrr

The College Voice
''I'm not an eco-warrior by any means,"

wondered how much water was actually being wasted, so he
put an empty gallon jug under the drip, and found that it filled
up in only about ten minutes.
Next. Yu made a few math calculations and realized that
this one shower could be leaking as much a six gallons an
hour.and l44gallonsaday.
"If you take all the show-

said Larry Yu, a

senior who participated in the Dean's term seminar for public
speaking over winter break. "I just noticed a problem."
Yu, a resident

of Smith, was talking about a speech about

ers [leaking] on campus,
that's a lot of water," said
Yu.

That is a 1000f water, and
there are a lot of showers,
sinks and toilets on campus. So many in relet, thai

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::.

__ ~~~~~~~~~-, ....
d·

Bill Peabody, director of
physical plant services.did
not even have the numbers
on hand.
"Wc're trying to develop
an inventory,"
Peabody
said.
Peabody said that physical plant's two plumbers
do everything they can to
keep up with water leaks,
but this is a constant chatlcnge given the 1.4 million

Yung Kim/Acting Features Editor

Larry Yu demonstrates

the results of leaky faucets in Connecticut

CoHege dormitories,

square feet of building on
campus.
"We run quarterly prn's.

or preventative maintenance checks, and we also respond to (people] who Crill in,"

water conservation that he gave during the Dean's Term. The
assignment for the day was to talk about a pet peeve: to

Peabody said.
According to Peabody,

, present the problem and then to suggest -" solution ..
Yu, a California native. is used to the several years of

calls and input from

physi~al

the campus

plant
aboUl

sinks, and running toilets, which Peabody

drought and water rationing that his slate recently experienced. ]0 class, he spoke about how much water we waste
each day, and how much of it could easily be prevented from

source of wasted

your b·rain.
Incredibly malleable.
Infinitely versatile.

Awesomely inventive.

An.kr,..'"

C"n~lIll"'~
.
_
C,>ll~Hltl11;:';~.11110'1".11 01'1'"rtumh·l:mf,I'''',·r.

"All Majors:Please joinus for an Information
Session regarding Careers in Management
Information Systems Consul~g on W~esday,
February 2,1994 at 6:30 p.m. 10 the Office
of Career Services."

s<:ljd is

their biggcsl

sma

water.

Irs

® 1'N.' And",.".'"

on

ShOlVCrs

In this sense, said Peabody, water conservation is every
one's responsi bi 1it y.

going down the drain just by shutting off faucets all the way,

At Andersen Consulting,
we want to keep it that way. So
we challenge it with a stimulating
variety of assignments. Develop it with
an average of over 170hours of advanced
training per year. Reward it with advancement. And support it with the rssources
of 22,000 professionals operating across 47
countries. At Andersen Consulting, we
always keep yOIl in mind.

really depends
Icaky

Ope

n

f 0..

'I

business

1---------

ANDERSEN

CONSULTING
AllTltUR ANOfJtSl:N4<
co. 5.1:

I

"Take asecond, turn
it off:' This was the
key message of Yu' s
Dean's Term speech.
Yu's speech was only
a few minutes long, yet

it carried a clear and
powerful
message
about a simple way we
can help the Earth.
Sure, three-fourths
of the Earth is covered
by water, and it may
seem like an endless
resource. But.actually,
out of every twentysix gallons of water on
Earth, only about half
a teaspoon is potable.
Plus, the availabilityof

fresh

water

varies

around the planet.
AccordingtoLiving

in the Environment,
the textbook for Environmental
Studies
110, written
by.G.
Tyler Miller Jr., as it
moves through the hy-

drologic cycle, water
is polluted
by scdirnern.cxcessnutrients.

I.

\

disease-causing
rnlcroorganisms.and numerous
hazardous
chemicals,

Ail of these

c;ontarni'narlts

nro

re-

of populalion
growLh, poverty, and
industriaJi7..8tion,and all of them make water unfit for human
sults

consumption.
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The Dean's Term, this pilot program designed to complement the Connecticut College traditional liberal arts education, has left
many of the 150 participants utilizing the
skills they learned over break.
The Dean's Term included seminars in
publ ic speaking, negotiation and confllctresoIution, and relationships
in a multicultural
society.

The Dean's Term was free to students and
was paid for by the college with funding from
a grant from the Andrew Mellon Foundation.
Ann Renzy, a senior participant in the Public
Speaking seminar,said, "I probably wouldn't
have participated [in the program] ifit wasn't

Students participating in the Negotiation
seminar during the Dean's Term.

commented on the success of the group, saying that they were "real about everything ami
said what they really thought and believed."
"Most importantly,
I learned that talking

free."
According to a press release, each student
participated in one seminar which ran from
approximately
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. In many cases,
the seminars also required evening participation.
Several

students

alx)JJUS$ues and having an understanding of
how off6nsiveness does not necessarily represent a person but his/her cnvironmcnt...and
that this is not a direct thing against me. We
learned this through systematic thinking and
discussing relationships," Payne added.
Chad Marlow, chair of the Deans Term
Coordinating
Committee,
said that "[The
Dean's Term] will become a long-term program for many years to come, teaching students skills that will help compliment a liberal arts education."
,!
:I,
t ('. 1

said that the techniques

and skills taught in the seminars gave them a
chance to participate
in unique programs
which accent their education here at Connecticut Col\ege.
The students learned negotiation skills helpfu\ in suuauons ranging from seeking a raise.
to reaching agreements between company
~'1dn1;n;sLnHors.

10 l77aJ,:ing

negotiaLions

Resolution

be-

According to April Ondis, public speaking
team coordinator, the student committee has
much work left to accomplish before spring
break, the time when next year's committee
members will take over. Ondis said that the
Dean's Term Coordinating
Committee will
now involve itself in evaluating each of the
individual seminars and the program as a
whole. This semester, the committee will
produce a detailed report on the entire design
and execution of the program

tween producers and consumers in the Negotiatioit and Conflict Resolution Seminar, said
sophomore
Sarah Hennigan.
The seminar
was taught by several instructors
of the
Harvard
Negotiation
Project,
which was
formed by Roger Fisher, a wel\-known negotiator who played a large role in the Camp
David Accords and in the 1985 Reagan-

Gorbachev summit,
"We broke up into three working groups
with three leaching assistants. For one as-

Senior class vice-president
•
• •
resigns, citing personal reasons
Kress leaves hole in senior class Executive Board
BY NATAliE HJLDT

The College Voice
Last Wednesday after much deliberation with Neil Maniar, senior class president,
decision that he must resign as vice president of the class of 1994.

Joel Kress reached the

Kress: who said o~ly that he is stepping down for personal reasons, plans to present a formal letter of
rcsignauon to the senior class Executive Board at their Tuesday night Class Council m ti
HEveryone knows
. haven't had time to write a [formal resignation]
ec mg.
ows im f orma 11"y, told Kress, " ljust
lette
"
In a letter
to the college community printed this week in the Voice ,reslgnc
Kress said the reason he
.
d was
r yet.
.
not
reI Iate d to
board or council.
I was given
.
d the class executive
.
. ..Kress added ' "I ..appreciate the chance
c
to serve the
c assan
the college with help of these fine individuals. My decision to resign was broughlnboutbyevents
that
are not related to the class, but have weakened my commitment
to that position."
Kress has been busy working with Chris McDaniel, assistant to the vice-president and house se t
f JA

f r:
natoro
o .~~ap up hiIS u~ finished
InIS e t~rm 0 o.fjlce '. and to ensure a smooth transition for his replacement.
'
I II serve until the elections, which WIll be happening within the next two weeks," Kress said.
It ISwell-known that the position of senior class vice president requires a large time comm iuncm Kr
lik
.
is Iaci
.ess,e
m~.ny seniors, IS acmg a stren~us
fin.al se~est~r, and he said he feels overwhelmed by his duties tohis class.
I.LOI2I1~.understand the baSIS for hIS resignauon, and I can sympathize with him," said Maniar of his vicet

president.
He and I had a long talk about it.'
Kress ran for the seat unopposed last year. The vacancy thathe will leave could present a problem tothe senior
class, partly because the many duties of the vice-president
include a large role in senior week, a thirty-six
thousand dollar event that takes place at the college the week before graduation.

Wdc(Jme B(iJCk Students,
FfIlclJ,dty and Returning

Juniors!

Are you interested in Music?
Are you interested in being
trained to be the Technical
Director for SAC next year?
. SAC is looking for anyone who would be
mterested in being on the SAC Executive
Board as the Technical Director.
If you are interested call Derek Fisher
x4573

Thank you to Michele
and everyone who helped with
the Whiter Formalll

The CoD.,.

Pebrwry 1,1993
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Semester at Sea offered exciting
opportunity to roam the ocean
18,000 ton converted cargo ship a virtual"floating university"
took great courses on the
ship, and I can have two
Graphics Editor
credits applied to my ma•
Although the facilities and activities at Conn are varied jor."
Commenting on why a
extraordinary, and all-around great, many students find that
they desire at least a semester away from school and lovely student would choose this
•
program over staying in one
New London.
. While the majority of students choose to go abroad and stay country for a semester, both
inanother country, a few opt to participate in a program called Doben and Adams had
Semester at Sea. Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, ready answers.
Said Adams, "I got an
Semester At Sea offers students the unique opportunity to see
multiple countries, meet students from all over the United overview ofthe entire world.
States, and take academic courses that can result in transfer- I went to Hiroshima, saw
bat caves in Malaysia, a
able credit.
Traveling on an 18,000 ton converted cargo ship, students baseball game in Japan, a
can take courses from twenty different fields. Each semester hockey game in Russia, and
the ship visits between ten and thirteen different countries, spent time with the poorest
people in the world. I have
with average stays of three to seven days in each port.
. Semester At Sea took its first voyage in 1963, though the a whole new perspective
Idea for the program originated over 100 years ago. The now."
Doben had a sirnilarvicw~urren~ ship, ~~cordmg to a .S~mester At Sea representative,
IS admittedly
not your traditional luxurious liner." But that point: "It gives you more of
doesn't mean that there aren't plenty of things to do. There is a perspective on different
a student union, classrooms, pool, basketball and volleyball lifestyles. When you stay in
just one country, you get
court, and "the world's largest floating library."
The approximately 400 students form a tight-knit commu- engulfed in that culture.
Semesnit~: «each cruise has its own personality:' said one represen- Since
ter At I've
Sea,been
I haveon different
L.
,
..-1
tauve, Andy Doben, a junior who went on last semester's
ideas about relationships, Stud"
Photo courtesy of David Kranowilz
cruise agreed, «The kids become close. Iknow that the friends world problems, and mateents expe~lenced a broad vartety of cultures and activities last semester durlng Semester at
h6z
rial ism. You learn what's
s.....{Left.o 'l6
A.-I"'_
Dob.n. o.vld K,.._w7~
H'.-IJrr....,-Ad.-Ins'>
I made will be there forever."
Rarely is a negative word uttered about Semester At Sea.
ing texts doesn', compare to first hand ."
Doben admitted "everyone gets seasick, but I wouldn't trade really important."
Walker said, "I've learned more at my Semester at Scu,
While some may argue that Jess than a week in a country
it for anything. I think the ship's good to have, because if
than I did in two and a half years of college."
isn't enough time Ito really learn about it, former participants
Though it sounds wonderful, is it really too good to be true?
you're in India and you feel out of place, you can go back to
disagree. Doben said, "If you're the type of person who's Not for Adams and Doben. Both agree that Semester at Sea
the ship, sort of like a haven. Ifyou're in another country, you
adventurous and 'Willingto jump into the culture, you'll love
was the most incredible hundred days of their lives. Semester
can't do that."
it..,
At Sea offers the student the opportunity to experience thc
Walker Adams, another junior who participated in last
The Semester At Sea representative agreed, "In order to
world. Doben and Adams "absolutely" recommend theexpesemester's cruise, concurs, "After fourteen days at sea, you
prepare them for a visit to a country, all students are given rience to everybody. Said Adams, "I'd tell everyone in the
get a little stir crazy. They say that one day at sea is like four
background information as well as current events." He also
on land. But the ship is great. It even has a pub! I did have to
world to try it."
felt that visiting the countries makes them come alive, "Readtake a course over the summer to have enough credits, but I
EMILY

COBB

••

•

•
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Olin continued to sprout over winter break.
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Gaudiani envisions
new community
service initiatives
APRIL

Ornxs

News Editor
Claire Gaudiani, president of the college, has.laken
steps to initiate three programs which,. according to
Gaudiani, will give students anopport~ntty
to broaden
their liberal arts education at Connecticut College.
,
These projects include the recently completed Dean s
Term which will be an annual event, a Study Away
Teach Away semester
abroad, and the summer

thropole>gY, returnS a
. te professor

of an

ass.~. ~ __ ----_ ••• ~~;
l_~::::r~ :oc=
Itoward ju
voUey to ,.,

1,

SGA, administration
to clarify role of
students in governance
Conlin~dfrom

p.l

reer Service move.]"

Hampton stressed the importance
or _<f;hnrod

governance. a definition

of defining the meaning
M'hich will C017JC
out of a

"uiparLice discussion between students, faculty, and the ad-

ministration . .,
Hampton said redefining
the current governance
policy
"would not change a lot of what we do;" but may redefine
which committees
and departments
certain proposals and
ideas are sent to.
.
Hampton also said that since it is important to keep in mind
that every governance system must have a defined hierarchy,
the community
must understand
that someone must ultimately hold veto power.
Dhall said the SGA Executive Board met with Hampton
and Catherine WoodBrooks,
dean of studentlife,.last
Friday
to discuss ways to integrate lask forces to establish the new
shared governance policy using the Joint Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities formulated by the
American Association of University Professors, the American Council on Education, and the Association of Governing
Boards of Universities and Colleges in 1966.
The slJltement will have to be revised, according 10 Dhall,
because there is only a small section on student involvement
in governance.
According
to the Joint Statement itself, "Students are
referred to in this Statement as an inslitutional component
coordinate in imponance
with trustees, administrators
and
faculty. There is, however, no majn section on students:'
""We think revising our Current policy is a step forward in
communications
between the students, faculty, and the administration. Tt will ensure that in the future student leaders
will havea vo.ce in decision making on campus," Dhall said.
Some assembly members said last week that a single
committee comprising students. faculty, and administration
members may be formed to study shared governance and
make rccommend.1tions on a revised policy.
Hampton said thcreevaluation
effon will go beyond rewriting Lhecurrentguidelines
for governance to "explor[ing] how
voice, vote, and veto describe different roles for different
people at different times."
"Developing
a common vision for shared governance and
clarifying lines of communications
will bring to an explicit
level the ways in which we govern in our community,"
Hampton said in the letter to the SGA.
"SGA and [have exchanged letters, and we have to find a
way to put all the panies around the table for discussion,"
Hampton said.
SGA Executive Board members will meet with Claire
Gaudiani, president of the college, this Friday to discuss
efforts to reevaluate the role of students in shared governance.

Lawrence Internships program.
Gaudiani said, "These three [initiatives] arc part or
continuing to make the full experience of a liberal arts
education connect better and better to the rest of the
world,"
Gaudiani said, "We have to be responsible as a
civil society for third world countries and that
means we have to get out there ... and come back
and continue studying with that knowledge pulsar-

jog in our veins.
Gaudiani said that these programs will allow students tn
grow as people "so that we see there is a relationship between
what we're going to do and who we're going to be."
"You arc transformed when you know people who suffer,
and until you have seen that, you don 'tundcrstanrl.t'Gaudiani
t>

said,
The Dean's Term, which incorporates
the teaching of
negotiating skills, public speaking methods, and relations
with others within a multi-cultural context, allows students to
use these skills during their studies at this school and in the
future.
Gaudiani said, "Students
designed and developed
this
opportunity, so they made it fit most appropriately with our
student body."
.
Gaudiani views the progra as a comptcrc success and said
trust there is a "200 percent chance" lhal the program will
occur again next year. The Dean's Term was funded by the
college's grant from the Mellon Foundation
this year, but
since this pilot program will conunue annually, Gaudiani said
its funding will now be included in the college's operating
budget.
"I found that what they apparently learned and how they
were able to express it simply exceeded my wildest cxpcctations," Gaudiani said. She added, "I am very pleased at the
response of the various faculty members."
The second initiative, The Study Away Teach AW<Jyprogram, is an idea that G<ludiani hopes will educmc sludenLs at
a level far beyond what any classroom-based
t<A1chingcould
accomplish.
According to Gaudiani, in the SlUdy Away Teach A\v<lY
program, approximately
lwenty students will accompany a
professor for one semester to a third world country where the
students will learn about aspecls of the country and
culture as related.to their major.
Gaudiani stressed the impon,,1nce of comprehending
the suffering of others and discovering ways to help less
fortunate nations.

"1 am vcry attached to the fact that people wilh our kind
of educ3lion ... have to stop for a second and go and just
experience first hand the suffering ... and then figure out
how to make what we learn [positively] affcct lhose
people," Gaudiani said.
Gaudiani spoke of the experience of such intensive
study in developing
countries as an extension of lhc
libeml arts education. Rather than only learning skills in
a classroom setting, Gaudiani believes LhatStudy AWHy
Teach Away will allow n student to have experiences
which will engender a sense of responsihility that will
last a lifetime.
G<ludiani sJX>ke of the program in lenTIS of Ihe
response il would provoke on the pan of in<lividu<lls
who will go abroad.
"It's a response of educated people who sec in
responsibility
a task, il'S not an emotional, mushy
response we need to be having," GaudiHni said.
Faculty members will first research and establish
an area to which studenl<; will lnJvel during lhe
second semester; the applicmion process wi Ilwke
place during the firsl semester according
to
·.. Daniel
Gaudiani.
As the program is conceived now, students would take
four courses during their semeSler abroad, inclUding two

YWJg Kim/Acting Features Editor

Claire Gaudiani, president

of the college.

with their accompanying professor. The third course may be
an individual study or a course at a local university,explained
Gaudiani.
The fourth course would bea group study of an aspecloflhe
country's
culture which coincides with. the major of the
students in the group.
The students Will then present an
overview of their experience to the college community the
following semester. said Gaudiani.
"We [will] all become smarter about that area of the world
as seen through the eyes of our own colle:agues .. It is anOl~cr
way to internationalize
the cam~us ~nd. bnng us In lauch with
other parts of the world," Gaudiani said,
Approximately
5-6 faculty members and one hundred
students will participate in the program each year, [Icco~{ling
to Gaudiani,
The cost of the trip for the students wil! be
covered through their tuition and any financial aid that they
were receiving would work exactly the same as if they were
attending classes on campus.
. .. .
. .
Of all the new community
service miuauves, Gaudiani
said, "We have to be responsible as a civil society for third
world countries and that means we have to get out there ...
and come back and continue studying with that knowledge
pulsating in our veins."
.
Any additional funding that is needed will be covered by
the president's discretionary
fund of the M~lIon Grant, according to Gaudiani. It has not yet been decided whether or
not the program will be open to only juniors or other c1,lSSCS
as well.
The third initiative that Gaudiani is working on is the
Lawrence Internships program created through an endowment.
These internships give students the necessary support to go
overseas during the summer and work on an internship in a
field related to their major. This program is still in the
relatively early stages of its development,
and for this reason
Gaudiani did not feel ready to speak of it in specific terms.
Gaudiani cited the need for space for this internship
program as one of the reasons that the Office of Career
Services needed to move to a new and larger location.
This program will, however, coincide with GHudiani's
vision that eventually each student on this campus will have
had the opporLunity to experience and understand lhe suffer~
ing that many people of third world nations
must endure.
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Fanning Hall and other college
buildings brought up to regulation
BY APRll.. ONDIS

News Editor

You may have noticed subtle changes in
the Fanning Hall decor.
Spackled walls, workmen-laden ladders,
and the unmistakable smell of plaster greeted
many students upon their return to campus
last week.
According to Bill Peabody, director of
Physical Plant Services; Physical Plant is
currently bringing Fanning up to fire code
regulations. New doorway systems, which
take an hour and a half to be burned through,
have been installed.
In addition, sprinklers over the doorways
are being installed, and dum bwaiteropenings
are being constructed on all floors.
Peabody said that Fanning has not been up
to the fire code for at least six to seven years,
the time when the New London fire Marshall
surveyed college property.
Several dormitories also failed to meet fire
code regulations. Over the past six to seven
years, the college has updated a few dorms a
year. Peabody said that all the Plex and quad
dormitories, and Lazrus House. have been

renovated thus far. Windham and SmithBurdick are now in the process of being
brought up to code.
Eleven dormitories, including Abbey

House, Freeman, Harkness, Jane Addams,
KB, Knowlton, Lambdin, Larrabee, North
Cottage, Unity, and 360 Mohegan, remain
out of code.

~sseJfiJ11ypasses Jetter
.x:

updating campus on
Office of CareerServices;
investigates formalizing

sh~r~d
gover[Jance policy
lJ-(' J£NNh~R LEVAN
EditorlnChie/

TheS9A 8xecutiveBoard sponsored pro1'gf'IW:W' an open Jetter to the college
cdmm~_nj::Y,expIainingtheir
Involvement.in
thed<;5:i~ion(qrelocate the Office of Career
9grvi&~:.;q{e.p«lQP~1 passed 27-0-0. Sec

~i9P'p;tl;'/ "....
;)Aii~iWftr·:':<::

.

..:::?~:r
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J~;,niferSeou, SAC;ehair, said thot over
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SaVccna Dhall, SGt- president.announced
that Sniith Coltcgcchose 10 wair to reinvest
in South Afric».
.lh§'t-eadem ie·S traicgic
YJ~~::hJ!'~·T~aiTi··:~ill}11ilkC
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R~~il~I~9.~:9
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Rennovations in progress greet students on their way upstairs In Fanning Hall.

Connecticut College president takes
stand on national collegiate controversy
Continued/romp.l

700 or 800 courses to meet their budgets,"
said Gaudiani.
Gaudiani said, "Only about one-tenth of
basketball and football programs make
enough tosupportthemselves."This amounts
to ten programs out of approximately 300 in
Divisions 1 and II.
Gaudiani stressed that large expenditures
for athletic scholarships chip away at funding
for academic scholarships. NESCAC, the
New England Small College Athletic Con-'
ference, of which Connecticut College is a
member, gives out no scholarships based on
athletic merit.
Conversely.Gauruanipointed.outthatsome
Division I and Division II schools give out
few or no scholarships based on academic
merit.
This polarity, according to Gaudiani, exemplifies the gap in thoughtand culture which
exists between NCAA Division [and
NESCAC.
The NCAA has a 473-page rule manual,
and the NESCAC manual has 18 pages. But,
said Gaudiani, "If you agree on philosophy,
you don't need a big rule book."
Gaudiani envisions her role as a representative of Division 111 and NESCAC on the
NCAA executive committee as an ethical
one. By her own admission, she seeks to
bring a little Division 111 thinking into DiviSIonsI and II.
"Division 111 has long been the conscience
of the NCAA," said Gaudiani.
"We see the issue in another way-because we are not driven in the same way. We
are a witness to another way of thinking."
. Gaudiani responds to criticism of her role
In the defeat of the fourteenth scholarship
In~tr.atives,by emphasizing the importance of
DIVision III schools in the NCAA.
'.'Our role is to reflect [on issuesJ, and then
leave [Divisions I and II] to vote," said
Gaudiani.
Gaudiani sees her opposition of the four~nth scholarshib as a stand against the big

money in college sports programs, and in
favor of restoring a semblance of the primacy
of academics to the college experience.
"We need to ask ourselves why we have
sports in an academic setting," said Gaudiani.
She maintains that the primary reasons for
students to play sports is "to have fun, to
maintain fitness, to have opportunities for
competition, and to leam good sportsmanship."
She does not mention distinguishing the
college through televised championships, or
getting shoe endorsement contracts for students.
"I think that athletics are driven in bad
directions by shoe contracts ... and the quest
for money," said Gaudiani.
Gaudiani is angry at the kind of money
which can be made in college sports. She is
quick to point out, "Don't forget that its the
coaches who are making these salaries, not
the students."
Not only are they not making money from
their own athletic prowess ,butGaudi ani contends that only a fraction of college ath lcics in
Division I ever go on to play pro ball; yet
many more than that spend their college
careers planning for the NBA, to the cxclusion of everything else.

1
William Jackson

"Students (who play Division I college
ball] are often left with lifelong injuries, a lot
of missed classes, ... they have great experiences, and miss a lot of life," said Gaudiani.
Not the least of which are missed graduations.
Although much of the criticism of the San
Antonio vote centered on the fact that having
one less scholarship will force colleges to
deny an education to athletically talented,
underprivileged minority students, Gaudiani
is quick to point out that many Division [
athletes are unable to complete their undergraduate degrees.
«There are many institutions that haven't
graduated an African-American athlete in
years," said Gaudiani, seeking to punch a
whole in the argument that the San Antonio
vote was a racist one.
Reforms underway in theNCAA now seek
to change all this, said Gaudiani. Reduced
scholarships represent one means by which
the NCAA Presidents' Commission is trying
to put a cap on spending for athletic programs.
"My colleagues have told me to give up.
The struggle for reform is a continuous
struggle against money and the voracious
appetite for more of it," said Gaudiani.

Photo courtesy of lhe Dean's Turn CoordilUJling Committee

and John Richardson,. both of the Harvard Negotiation Project, were
of the instructors who helped to teach the' Dean's Term seminar In Negoatiation and
Conflict Resolution.
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Machines

.

Lee Rawles, house senator of Park, presentcd an action item to investigate how lO
get the qld juice machines back in Harris.
The move was strongly $upported in assembly. In informal discussion, many assembly
members did not sc<;m Optimistic about the
prOWeclS
new juice mixtures.
,FtnnXAsay, house senator of Larrabee,
p~iltcil an action item to have a phone
installed' ai the second door at Larrabee.
Esth~r Potter, parliamentarian. presented
an .action itemio follow up on' the book
proposal which Wa$ passed by last YGlr'S
A$SCmbly.
The Office of Career Services will have
an open house at Vinal COlwgeon February
I imd 3 from 3 p.m. until 5 p.m.
Black Camel T-Shirts arc now on sale
:.Dic:rdre H.enn~')cy, house senator or CIIIfriaryhome, said that Black Camel T-shirtS
are availahle and arebeing sold by the junior
ClaSS;"
Marlc:::HorJman:{;oordin~ltor
of SliIOCnl,
activities arid manager of thecollegecentcr ,.
siLldthat on February 6'13 College Days
wiH.pe held in theSollege cenler.

for
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New juice
machines
debut in
Harris

Mavis Speaks Out

Rv CARLI SCFrtJLTZ

A & E Editor

A collage of changes mark the
beginning of the second semester
here or Connecticut College.

From the newly installed energy
efficient but very annoying lights in
some dorms LO the appearance

of

the iron girders on the Olin construction site, things just aren't the
St1mCno mo'. And along with them

camea change which made the top
tenlist of discussion topics on cam-

pus this week: the new juice machines.

'

On the eve of my return to Conn,
the general consensus

was one of

celebration, for there were pretty,
new juice machines with pretty piclures and vast selection of juices in
rnanyarnazing diffcrentcolors! The
mix and match possibilities seemed
endless as students brought their
trays to their tables carrying a rainbow of several shades in rows of
glasses. Many were excited about
the Hawaiian Punch option, and the'
excitement

could

The Voice: "What is your favorite kind of music to play?"
Associate A &. E Eauor
Cavagnac:"We like lots of kinds
Have you ever wondered what of music.
Novik: "Yeah, we like to playa
campus bands are like behind the
scenes? In this interview with the lot of different things."
Cavagnac: "The last time someband Mavis,
I attempt to answer some of the one wrote about us in the Voice she
deep and profound questions no said we were folk-punk which is
doubt lurking in the minds of read - close kind of, I guess, though no
one else in the band would describe
ers.
Well, the questions are rather it that way."
The Voice: "So, how would you
basic but the responses shed light
on the inner world of campus bands. describe your style of music?"
The four-man band Mavis inNovik: "Country- death ... 1 don't
cludes musicians Luke Cavagnac,
know, an enigma impossible to devocals and guitarist,
Benny
scribe"
Cavagnac :"1 used to say we were
Ericksen, a drummer who does a
little singing, Andrew Wagner, gui- like Dinosaur Jr. when my hair was
long bULthat was only because of
Wist, and Aaron Novik, bassist.
Yung KimJ Acting Features Editor
Sadly, only two of the members me. Then I cut it off and no one has
The new juice machines bring variety to Harris.
of Mavis could participate in the said it since."
chaser for my orange juice," and These signs urged students to try interview, but they managed to proThe Voice: "Do you write <.III
"why would I want to drink some- the new orange drink, for Pepsi had vide the information necessary.
your own music, or-do you do covthing that tastes like chemicals?"
made a better formulation. It DID
The Voice:: "What first got you e"rsor both?"
The juices have raised other ques- taste better. but several students interested in music?"
Cavagnac :"We used to do a cover
tions among some students.
complained upon seeing orange
Novik: "When I first started play- of a Beatles songs."
"I was wondering about myjuice, powder resting in the bottom of ing bass I didn 'treally know what it
Novik: 'Wedin a few covers, but
because I had a stain that would not their glass.
was ... I basically started playing not really."
come out of my clothes, so I started
The harrageof notes to the dining because all my friends played guiCavagnac: "Right now we don't
experimenting with it. I was as- staff continued and by the end of the tar and I wanted to play with them do any."
tounded to find that the stuff Iwas week, a large note had been written
The Voice:"Who wrucs the muand (couldn't play guitar so Iplayed
drinkingcouldactuaJlypermanenlly
in response by Matt Fay, director of
sic? Do you all write or just one of
bass."
stain a hard boiled egg. It made me dining services, in Harris. In his
Cavagnac: "I wanted to play you?"
note. Fay stated that the juice ma- drums when I was real young. Then . Cavagnac: ''Wean write it. "Evwonder what it was doing to my
internal organs," said one student chines were introduced to give the I didn't really play anything again eryone pretty much writes the part.
student more choices than what was until high school when I bought an that they play. I write most of the
after dining in Harris Sunday mompreviously
offered in the dining
ing.
acoustic guitar because me and my lyrics. Andrew writes lyrics too."
By MICRElU:

he felt flowing

through the lines in Harris.
By Tuesday, however, the golden
glow surroundiog the machines had
dimmed. People were starting to
complain, for although the colors
were a new exciting change, the
flavors WEREN'T. Among the
comments heard within various dining halls were "It's liquid PEZ,"
"This orange 'juice' is even worse
than Tang," "I shouldn't need a

The bug juicerJike drinks' were
not making a hit among the thirsty,

and napkin messages started appearingin droves across the campus. A petition against the new
machines was started in Smith, and
with the exception of the Hawaiian
Punch, the new juices appeared to
be duds.
Later in the week new sig~s appeared over the orange juice dispensers. the juice most criticized.

The Secret Life

ofa Pizzaholic
"I used to behooked on pizza·everynightfordinner
...butnot
just any pizza. It had to be the Recovery Room's p~za: It's so
good I would dream about it at night At first I'd Just order

F'llP

h'illls; and 'that
;'i:-ns' workiilg
on bCHcrformuJaribnsofthcorange
and cranberry juices which would

RONAYNE

1ht#{as were going to ·record For a
band called Generic Noise ."

The Voice;'When did you geLtogether?"
be available by mid-February.
Cavagnac: "It was after the HalFay Iurthcr Slated that if the juice
machines continued to be a prob- loween show in Nov.'92 with your
other ba:nd. Tell the story about
lem, somehow dining services
would make the old orange juice, your other band."
Novik:" Andrew and I were in this
frozen concentrate, available once
other
band. We basically dida lotof
again. Also, a poll would be "1ken
covers.
Not a lot was getting done
around the timeo[ the cereal polito
see if views had changed. It seems so for onc reason or anot her we'
for now, however, that on this cam- decided to get rid of a singer and a
pus, there's nothing like thc real guitarist.
.
.
We wanted to be a four-pIece It
thing.
.
O.K., this may not exactly be had been too many people in to
Arts & Entertainment, but if you many directions. We w<Intedto be
focused."
can't laugh at Harris food ...

PAR

I S

SUMMER PROGRAMS 1~94

May 24-June 10. June I3-July 22
June 19-July 9. July 25-August 12

one to go and eat it at home in secret Later on, I didn't care
who saw me. I'd order two and eat one there. When I was
brave enot.gh to sit at a iable, it got really bad. 1 was up to
three, four pies a night. For a while I got better, but now

The QJuJity Time of Your Life

they serve pizza for lunch. I can't stop. I1l never be cured.
But I don't care ...my favorite is the gorgonzo~a WIth yello~
peppers ...no ...the chicken with roasted garlic and grate
parmesan ...wait, no wait, it's the homemade saus~e pIZza,
I mean the shrimp and broccoli ...uhh ...the mushroom ..

Weekend excursions 00 historic regions of France:
Normandy, AI.sace, the Loire Valley, Giverny,

clam and bacon ..."

More thm 50 courses from ~C" UniversilJ:'s
curriculum. off«ed for credll. or non-credit.
Fre:am Lan~e Tmmmennon pcograms
in Paris and Biarritz.

Chartres, and the French Riviera.

Arnold J. Smythe
(not his real name)

Make this SUlllmer your time
for new beginnings.
Send for our 1994 Summer Programs brochu,,,
TheAmeOcan Uni\'ersiry of Paris
Summer

Programs

I US Office

80 B.St 11th S"eel, Suite 434
New York, New York 10003

Td.: (212) 677-4870 Fax: (212) 475-5205

THE RECOVERY ROOM
RESTAURANT
445
NEW
203

OCEAN
LON
DON
443

AVENUE
C T 0 6 3 2 0
2q19

THE

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
OF PARIS

The

VoiC,(!'.·"Is rncre any particu-

lar musician who inspired you?"

NOllik:: "Steve Harris from Iron
Maiden and when I firsrgoL my bass
I used to listen to Black Sabbath.
that is how Ilearned to play.
Cavagnac:: "The first song I
learned to play was Day Tripper by
the Bcatles.'
Novik: "Figures."
Cavagnac: "The guy who laught
me inspired me. My guitar lCHchcr
from high school, Jim, and he was
in acountry'band called the Yankec
Rhythm band. He could play any
kind of music. It was great."
The Voice: "Where did you get
the name Mavis?"
. Novik::"lt
is
Luke's
grandmother'S nrst name. It is also
a'bird. There isactuallyH soul singer
lhal goes by the name of Mavis,
maybe we have lochange the name."
Cavagnac: ''There is Enter Mc.'·
Novik: "We have a spin-orf band
named Enter Me."
The Voice: "Do you have any
professional plans or are you just
playing for fun?" Cavagnac: "I
would like to keep pl.ying"
Novik: "You really want to keep
going?'
Cavagnac:"Well,
I'd like to.
Maybe not with you guys if yOll
don't want to. Mavis will never
die."
On Feb. 9th Mavis will be playing at the Bay SLRleHotel in North
Hampton, Ma. and Feb. 13th aL
C.B.G.B. in New York.
There isa chance that they might
be playing at Abbey next weekend.
They claim they might be on a
real compilation CD soon so keep
your eyes open.
They are also selling T -shi rlS for
a economical £8. Buy one now because there is a limited supply.
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"COLOR your WINTER" with College Days!
College Days is a week of varied programs and tournaments,
including College Bowl - The Varsity Sport of the Mind.
College Days '94 comes just in time to combat the winter blues!
Students, staff, & faculty are invited to attend all College Days
programs & compete in tournaments & raffles ~uring the week.

I

I

I

, r--------,
1

Sign up for all tournaments
at the information desk, by
1pm Sunday, 2/6. A $3 deposit will be refunded when
you finish your tournament.
Sun 2/6Jenga
Mon 2/7Backgammon
Thes 2/8Men's Table Tennis
Women's Billiards

- View "COLORS OFCONNECTICLlTCOLLEGE,"
a collection of College posters and "COLORS,"by
children from the Children's School at Mit~hell College and the New London Community Center.
- Stop by the College
Center
for free popcorn, billiards and table tennis!
,
.

)

,/.

- Over $2,000.00 in prizes donated by local businesses, hotels and restaurants given as door
prizes at qJlprograms and tournaments! Enter the College Days Sweepstakes!
- Enjoy refreshments offered at all programs.
Here are two of the great programs during College Days:
COLOR YOUR DESSERTSI ...A Taste of Co""ectiClit College
The entire college community is invited to sample the
delectable desserts that have been entered in the "Taste of Connecticut College" dessert competition. If the desserts you
create are always the office/ department/floor
favorite, then this competition is for you. A panel of judges will award cash
prizes for the following categories: best overall dessert, best chocolate dessert, and best use of color in a dessert. All contestants will be eligible to win valuable prizes in the UTns!eof Co"necticut College Sweepstakes I " To enter, call x2832 for more
details. (Thursday, 2/10 - 4pm to 6pm/The Coffee Ground Cafe)
COLOR YOUR OL YMPTCSI
William Wuyke (Connecticut College track and field coach, physical education instructor,
and director of the fitness center) will share his experiences in the 1980 and 1984 Olympics. After Coach Wuyke's talk, join
us as we watch the Winter Olympics Opening Ceremony on a 46" screen television, Popcorn and refreshments served!
(Saturday, 2/]2 -7:00pm/Coffee Ground Cafe)

Wed 219,

.1

Women's Billiards
Men's Table 'lennis
2/10Scrabble

DlUTS

COLLEGE BOWL!
Matches:
Fri. 2/11 - Sun. 2/13
Championship:
9pm, Sun. 2/13
Class of '1962 Room

L

The full schedule will be included in the College Days Brochure,
distributed later this week For more information, call 439-2832.
[nll'g' Days isbrought to you by theOfficeofStudentLifewiththesupport ofthePresident'sOffice,OfficeofCollegeRelations,AlumniOffice,the Concertand
ArtistSeries,the Bookshopand the followingcommunitybusinessesfordonating over $2,000.00 worth ofmerchandiseand giftcertificates:
RESTAURANTS:Charley's,Dominoes,TheGondolier,Margaritas,Mr.C's, OceanPizzaPalace,Papa Cine's Pizza Hut,TheSteakLoft/JTKManagement,TwoSisters'Deli,BravoBravo,D'AngelosSandwichShops.TheGround Round,and Seamen'sInne. HOTELSANDINNS:Cold Star Inn, Groton
MotorInn,HolidayInn. RadissonHotel,and LighthouseInn. SHOPPINGAND ENTERTAINMENT:Blockbuster Video,Olde MysticVillageShops,
TheGarde Arts Center,andThe MysticAquarium.

Please support these quality businesses, as they have supported College Days '94 through their generous donations'
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January Actors perform in Palmer Auditorium
By DlANEMmu
TIm Cou.EGE VOICE

mother was played with grace and wit by Barbara Whitney,
and Darren Coyle portrayed Jake's younger brother Frankie,
Coyle's character was endearing and funny and, like every
other character in the show, unbelievably
well-developed.
Rae Howell starred as Beth, the abused and subsequently
menially unstable wife of Jake, The development
of her
volatiJecharacter was undoubtedly excruciating, and i t showcd
in her enthralling execution of the part.
.
The rest of Beth's family more than held their own.though
Robert Y asumura perfectly captured the fierceness and determination that are supposed to emanate from Beth's younger

What were you doing three weeks ago? Perhaps you were
lying on a beach or flipping burgers for minimum wage,
eagerly awaiting the commencement
of second semester.
Believe it or not, eight of your fellow Camels were living,
eating, and working together to create an astounding production of Sam Shepard's "A Lie of the Mind,"
Darren Coyle, Laura Dorson, Alexandra
Farkas, Rae
Howell, Matthew Middleton, SethRigoletti, Barbara Whitney.
and Robert Yasumura made up the cast of the first January
Ensemble Project. Produced by Amy Moore and directed by
Robert Y asumura, "ALieofthe
Mind" definitely betrayed all
of the blood, sweat, and tears that went into its preparation. It

brother Mike, and Laura Dorson was nothing short of'hysierical in the part of Beth's somewhat ditzy mother.

Perhaps the night's most iruriguing performance came

was wonderful.

from freshman

The subject of Shepard's play is probably best summed up
in the program's
Production NOles: "It's about men and
women, Jt'sabouttheAmerican
family, illusions of personal
identity, cruelty and brutality,"

father, brought comicrelieftoanotherwise

On a very simple stage, accompanied by carefully chosen
music and flawless lighting, 'these eight actors brought to
vivid life this powerful, terrifying drama.
Seth Rigoletti's
performance
as Jake, the abusive, can.
fuscd husband around whom the play revolves, was heartrending and captivating.
He inspired fear just as easily as he
tugged heartstrings,
portraying this complicated
character

with professional ease.
The rest of Jake's

family was also an asset to the stage,

His character,

Man Middleton,

who, in the role of Beth',

very intense play.

Baylor, was the play's sense of humor, dry and

sarcastic. Middleton's timing, intonation, and body language
made his character
stage,
- YUllg KimJ Acting Features EdiJor
Names from left to right: Robert Yasumuru, Seth Rigolitti,
Alexandra Farkas, Malt Middleton, Darren Coyle, Rae
Howell, Laura Dorson. Not pictured: Barbara Whitney

Alexandra Farkas played his sister Sally, and did so with
convict jon. Her emotional speeches were full of a passion
that resounded throughouuhe
auditorium and nearly brought
the audience to tears, The role of Jake's slightly askew

eminently

believable

and a triumph

on-

Obviously acres and acres of hard work went into this
production, hard work that paid off len fold. The sense of
community between the cast members could be fell all the
way outat my lonely seat and everyone involved deserves the
heartiest congratulations on a job well done, Let this achievement be a clear indicator that the January Ensemble Project is
ready to move out of the experimental stage and become an

annual happening here
terrible thing to waste.

at

Conn.

"Slave Girls From Beyond Infinity" and a Fiendish Leprechaun
slogan

By TIMOTIlV DEVIN

THE COlLEGE VOICE

"the luck of the Irish just ran out:'

Video's

section is the last bas-

Actually, that's not true, That was sarcasm, The Sci-Fi/
Horror section contains some of the worst movies ever made,
and I was unfortunate enough to have watched two of them
this past break: Slave Girls from beyond Infinityand Lepre'
chaun.
Slave Girlscontained four three-syllable words: "sacrifice,
"polarize," "universe," and "together." The actresses enu~ciated these words with little effort, straining only the third
syllable, proving just how intelligently this movie was made,
The two slave girls (whose
names [have forgotten) escape
from their slave ship by outwining their guards with
ruthless cunning, They then
steal an escape ship and
crash land on a previously unknown planet. Luckily for them (oris
n...") they are rescued by a gamesman
and his two robots who take them to his
• palace. There they trade their loin
cloths for very classy sequined
ballroom dresses,
Also staying at the palace is

doesn't suspect anything. they have sex,
,
'
Soon, he disappears.
The host then lets them tn on hIS
ficndish planthey will be given knives and set loose: A
temple is on the other end of the island which can tams hIgh
powered lasers which they can use against him, ,
In this tensi~ned climax, they race for their lives, once
again in their loin cloths, facing innumerable
horrors like
zombies and slime men, and a room where "time and space
hold no sway,"
,
_
They make it to the temple, and retrieve the weapons,
returning to the palace, where they face the evil huntsman.
Urn, to tell the truth, I had stopped paying attenllon by thiS
,
,
pomt.
Sorry. There is some more bad aCllng,
t h en the slave
,
girls escape in a luxury space ship, leaving the planet Just
seconds before it explodes. And they hurtle offinto the depths
of space, "to explore the universe ... together."
When it first hit the theaters last year, Leprechaun was
billed "the fIrst movie released in 1993," Now it sports the

came to the U,S, to get it back. The

Charms''), causing the leprechaun to fall into a nearby well
and explode, As the four stand closely huddled together,
watching the fife rage in the well, knowing that they have
served mankind a great favor, the leprechaun calls ''\'1I be

man dies of a heart attack, but not after trapping the lepre- back!" and the credits roll. Casting has already commenced
,
.
chaun in a box by putting a four leaf clover on top- since. as for the sequel.
I
might
nothave
made
itc\car,
but
I
don't
recommend
thc~e
everyone knows, leprechauns are powerless when near four
movies.
It
may
be
Iunny
to
sa?:.•
J
h~.t~you've'scen
~\movie
leaf clovers.
Ten years hlter(film lime, not rCl11 time), a singJefatherand
his teenaged daughter buy [he house. The daughler doesn't

named

"Slave Girls From beyond

Infinity"

(o.vhich

o.v~y jf

IS

saw it). but it's really not worm it. Trust me. ~ryou 'rc lookI~g

for something mindless, watch your tocnens grow. Don l
approve of the house, and voices hee opinion ("~ike. it's ~ot
watch these movies.
even near a mall! "). But, once the three house pamters arrnve
(one of whom she thinks is a "hunk"),

she decides that she

. likes it.

.

Whileshe

flirts with the "hunk" .the other two painters, one
, a childish grown-up and the

other a precocious ten year old,
release the leprechaun

from the

box. But no one believes them.
The two painters then find the
hidden gold, but, while proving
to themselves that it is In fact gold,
the adult accidentally swallows a coin or

two.
Meanwhile, the leprechaun irnitatcs a eat's meow, luresthe father
into the woods, and bites his
hand off, Thc painters

and the

daughter take him to a hospital.
While the)' are In town, the kid and
the adult take the coins to a coin
collector, who tells them that they are

another shipwrecked
man,
whose sister has recently "gone
missing." He suspects that their
host set her loose in the wild, and
hunted and shot her (sound familiar?), Hetears that they are next. One
of the
. ....
"?Il)
slave girls meets with this other guest (or,lSll pnsoner
...
in his room to talk, To cover up the visit so that the host

in

reference to a certain Irish screen-play writer involved in the
film. The plot is that an Irish immigrant stole a leprechaun's
gold, and the leprechaun

Sci-Pi/Horror
lion of culture in America.
Blockbuster

apparently

Do you know a
person that deserves
recognition?
Is there a person that you feel
deserves some special attention?
1£ there is, fill out this section, rip
it out, and drop it into the campus
maD box.
The Voice is interested in giving
some recognition to some special
people who usually don't get any.

relics. The gold, that is,

As soon as the painters leave, the leprechaun attacks
the collector with a-POgo stick, killing him by bouncing on his face, The leprechaun then stcals a Power
Wheels Truck from thecollector's house,and chases

he painters (lnd the daughter back to the ranch.
By now, it's nighnime. and on the way to the
ranch, the leprechaun kills a police officer who
_ foolishly mistook him for a child, proving once
and for all just how fiendish this leprechaun IS, He then
assaults the house, and they sec him. They try tO,eseape 10 the
, ters' truck bUllhe leprechaun cats the truck sengme. He
pam,
n' . ,

then rams his Power Wheels into their truck,

Ippmg ilo~er.

The fourrun back to the house, only to find that the phone line
is dead, They run out of the house to lhc nearby c1overpatch,
frantically searching
for a four ICl,f c1overwhtch, as

everyone knows, holds Icprcch'luns powerless.
The leprechaun

coins from his stom(lch. Just in the nick of. time, the others
rush to his <lid with a rom I~lf clover- whIch, as everyone
knows. holds leprechauns powcrless.
.
_
The tcn year old shootsthcclovcrat thclcprcchaun With hiS
sling

shot (with

thc mcmorable

linc "Fuck

Just nominate that person here,
and teU us what sets him or her
apart £rom the rest of the crowd.
Everyone likes to £eel appreciated,
this is your chance to share why
you think that a certain person is
special.
It can be a stUdent, a professor, or
even a member of the Stafi. Just
tell us what makes them special.

~---------------~Please mail to P.O. Box 4970, or drop off
10

begins to at",ck thc adult to get the gold

;

Creativity like this is a

the Voice office, on the second floor of Cm,
Name:
Position:

Reason:

you, Lucky

.

,

.

1
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Men's hoops drops
tough loss to rivals
from Coast Guard
ConJinwedlrom p.J6

vic tory was that lhey were able to
use their size to score easy baskets
or get to the foul line. Trinity was
able to get 10 the charity- stripe 2 )
times while Conn was only there
four times. Additionally, the Bantams completely controlled the
glass, outrebouding Conn 43 to 25.
The Conn offensive was led by
Tom Sampogna who had 20 points
(eight for thirteen shooting) and
Andre Wright who pitched in 15
points and eight rebounds.
Tuesday night Conn did not fare
much better against arch rival Coast
Guard.
Led by Pat Shaw and Trevor
George the Bears defeated the Camels 86-78. Down the stretch the
Coast Guard was able to make their
free throws and take away the three
point effectiveness of Conn. Captain Tom Satran led the team with
15 points, while Wright added 11
points.
Wright and teammate
Akida

Bailey were suspended from the
team last November after being arrested by the Waterford police on
charges of credit card fraud. The
two were reinstated to the team on

January 7, and the college declined
comment on the circumstances

sur-

rounding their return. Glen Miller.
coach of the men's team, said, "I am
glad 10 have them back. They made
an unfortunate mistake but I believe basketball may be the road to
help them back."
Over January break, the team

wcntl-3, the sole win coming to LIS
in the cold of northern

Vermont,

dropping
NESCAC
rival
Middlebury 57-45. Coon lost to
Wesleyan 85-64, Albertus Magnus
75-68, and Amherst87-47
in other
winter action.
Despite the losses Conn continues to make steady improvement'
throughout the course of the season.
This young learn has worked hard
in practice and success on the court

HEADS ur! Matt Kelly stretcfies to block a Coast Guard shot..

will come with experience. Satran
said he "wants everyone that plays
Conn to know they played in a
game."
The other squadsmight Ieave the
Luce AthlcticCenter with wins but
Trinity and the Coast Guard certainly knew they were in a battle.

III All-Americans by the National
Soccer Coaches Association
o~
America/Umbro for their play during the fal11993 season.
Senior co-captain Pete Spear was
selected to the first team' after finishing the season with ten goal and
two assists. After being a four year
defensive starter, Spear was moved
up to the front line where he led the
team to the ECAC finals.
He tallied five game-winning
goals on the year, including two in
theECAC tournament victories over
Western Connecticut State and
Wesleyan University. He finished
his career ninth among the all-time
scoring leaders with 21 goals and
five assists.

.

William Lessig, men's soccer
team, said this about Spear, "He is
one of those players who comes
along once every twenty years. He
has the ability to have an immediateimpact on every game in which
he plays."
Crissy Haywood, co-captain of
the women's team, was selected to
the.second team after finishin her

'.

fourth season as a starter on the
team.
This year, in addition to leading
the team to a ia-5-1 record, she
tallied three goals and two assists
and was voted the team '5 Most
Valuable Player.
Both players were selected to the
All New England Soccer Team as
first learn selections.

Better get your teams ready; winter
intramural season begins this week
Men's Floor Hockey, Women's Basketball and ALeague Basketball all begin play this week, marking
the start of the winter intramural season.
Men's Floor Hockey will play their games on
Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays on the rubber
courts in the Luce Field House. Last season saw 16
teams competing for the opportunity to play for the
coveted Wagner Cup.
Now in its third year, Women's Basketball looks to
be even more popular in 1994. Garnes will be played
on Monday and Wednesday evenings in the Luce
Field House.'
A-League Basketball will play their games on Sundays and Wednesdays in the Lucc Field House. The
1M Department is excited about the number-of quality
players anticipating playing i~this league. ,

.- - -
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MY HELP?
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§pOJrts §hoJrts ..
Two Connecticut College soccer
players were selected as Division

WHERE'S

if'

-1.

c.J, Stewart looks to pass during the women's basketball team's 77-(j810ss to Trinity at home on Saturday.
The loss dropped the team to 10-5 for the season.
Please recycle

In addition, a Racquetball Tournament will be held
February_ 19-20.

The College Voice
The 1M Department would like to congratulate last
semester's IM champions:
Flag Football - Kenny Ray
Soccer - Hari Kari
Team Tennis - Emily Arnio and Jeff Davis
3 on 3 Basketball Toumey - Winston Miller, Duane
Callcndar and Hubert Aualc,
.
Coed Volleyball - Acocacolas
Women 's Floor Hockey - Puss Maggots
Fall Racquetball Tourney - Brian' VancierMay

* A II information
Ol'lke.

was compiled

b)' the Intramural

~

Sean FiTUdPh% Editor

Earn $500 - $1000
weekly stuffing
envelopes.
For Details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:

GROUP FIVE
.57 Greentree Drive,
•
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

§lP'~][NG JaREAK
." '914 •

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida & Padre!
110%
Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and your
trip is FREE!
TAKEABREAKSTUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 328-7283.
$EASYMONEY!!
I will pay $25 for your
phone book.
CALL LEE

RAMSEyCOLLF:CT

at: (615) 577-7237
FR EE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organizarions wanted to promote the HOltest Spring Break Destinations.call
the nation's leader. Inter- Campus
Pro rains 10800-327-6013 .

FebrlilJTY1.1993
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Sometimes, you can't judge
a winner by the scoreboard
Student Profile: Thomas Satran, senior captain of the men's basketball team
little boy is still inside Satran.
"Basketball is just a passion for
me. Ijust love playing the game."
Satran'sgame is simple: he loves to
play. Satran is a winner every time
he sets foot onto a basketball court,
not necessarily because his team
putsmorepointson the score board,
but because he issimplyplaying
thc
game he loves.

has done for the team thus far."
Despite guarding people four to
six inches taller than him, Satran
The places where Thomas Satran,
has still been able to pull down
a senior and captain of the Conseven rebounds a game and average
necticutCollege Varsity men's bas14.6 points per game. While Satran
ketball team, shoots and dribbles
has a definite size disadvantage, he
the ball has changed, but the shooter
compensates with his outside shoothasn't really changed all that much.
iog.
Ever since Satran was six years
Miller said, "Tom definitely has
old, he has been dribbl ing and shoot"I believe you can win a game, an advantage in that a center or
ing a basketball as often as he could.
without really winning it. You can
forward guarding him, is forced to
He started by throwing balls at the
also lose a game without really losplay him outside. Tom can just pull
hoop on his garage in Tenafly, New
ing. Every time another team plays
up for a three when they don't play
Jersey, and as he grew older, he
us, they know that they are going to
him close."
turned in his imaginary teammates
be in a game. I think that is winSatran's game isn't limited to
for real ones and began playing on
ning," Satrnn said.
scoring and rebounding. According
Riverside Church, a club team from
To Satran, the final score is simto Miller, those arc only parts of his
New York in eighth grade.
ply the numbers, and the joy comes
complete personality. Miller said,
When his skills matured, Satran
from the play, not the number of
"Tom brings a let of leadership and
was able to excel in the game that he
points. That is not 1O say tbat Sairan
maturity to our very young team.
loved, and he started to draw attendoesn't care about winning. The
Tom has never missed £I practice,
tion from college scouts.. He realthings he has done so far this season and the attitude and work ethic he
ized that his dreams of playing in
prove that he is a flcrcc cornpcutor.
has brought everyday has been outcollege were going to be real,
Glenn Miller, head coach of the
standing. Tom is in a difficult situWhen it came down to his final
Men's Basketball team, said, "Tom
arion. Most seniors prefer to go out
decision, Satran chose Conn behas been asked to do things he has winning, but l can only applaud his
cause he felt it would give him the
never had to do before. He is really . effort and performance."
only thing he really wan led: playplaying out of posuion. He is really
Sairan's auuuoe and work ethic
ing time. Win or lose, Satran knew
a guard, but I helve asked him to
have not been limited to the basketthat he would have the chance to be
play forward and guard people that
ball court. His athletic success has
a constant force on the court.
are six foot six and bigger. I couldn't
been matched by his success in the
The body has changed, but the
be more pleased with the things he classroom. In May, Sauan will
BY

YUNGKIM

Acting Features

Editor

Sean FinelPhQIO Editor

Captain Tom Satran has brought talent and leadership to the men's team.
graduate with a double major in
Art History and English.
"An History is definitely one of
the things I have found here at
Conn. I was never a kid who liked
going to Museums with my parents or anything," Satran said.
Satran's interest in Art History
is not just a passing fancy, and he
lists Winslow Horner and Andy
Warhall as his favorite artists.
Satran views Art History as an
avenue to bigger and better things,
and he plans on attending a graduate school for Art History to eventually become a professor.

As for basketball, well, all things
come 10 an end. Satran said, "It has
to cnd sorneday.this isjust my time.
When I leave, it won't be like
Michael Jordan retiring, but Iknow
I'll miss it."
When Satran leaves the team, they
will definitely miss him as well.
Miller said, "I think it will be dimcult to replace his leadership and
maturity. he has been a consistent
influence.and
I will definitcly miss
coachinghim.l
will definitely miss
the pleasure of being able to coach
him."

Schmoozing with Josh and the Donut:

The dymamic duo takes firm antj-juice-machine
BY JOSH LEVINE
AND
TEDDY

HEINTZ

The College

Voice

Welcome back!!!
Just in case
you are curious, we won't give any
Cowboy fan the satisfaction of Super Bowl gander.
The game will
suck, both t""ms suck, and that is
enough. However, we will recount

the adventures of our break. Josh
had the privilege of spending a few
days in "Philthy"delphia
at the
Donut's domicile. The trip started
with a glitch. The third member of
our group, "Cordu" Roy Dunworth,
had to unload his computer on an
unsuspecting person to simply fit in
ourearavan.
We stuffed Roy in the
back seat, with just enough room to

• • • ••••• ••••

YOUR
BEAUTIFUL EYES ...

••• •• ••• • •• •

COULD WIN A 1RIP TO
LONDON OR ORLANDO!
How?
Fill

o

out the entry form below:
on a photo of your eyes.
€) Mail the form, photo, and $10 entry fee to Prevent
Blindness, 1275 Washington 51., MidJletown,
06457.

@ Put your name/address

cr

*
*

*

r---

Deadlinefor entries is March 31, 1994
Finalists will be notified by April 2Jst
The Adult winner gets roundtrip air for 2 I,? London
The Youth winner gets roundtrip air for 4 to Orlando
Your entry fee helps fight blindness in Connecticut.

~
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~ BEAUTIFUL EYES CONTEST ~
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Has anyone noticed how disgusting the new juice machines arc?
The name says it all: "Juice Cre-

I
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Division enlcf'l:d:(check one)

OYouth (15 & Und.:r)
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breathe. The Donut was furious
that he would nothavethe luxury of
sleeping on this four hour tour. After
dumping our friend Roy at the
Rosemont train station, we entered
Haverford. The highlights of the
excursion included three cheese
steaks, many beers, Bob, and an
AtlanticDivision
matchup between
the Flyers and the Crapiwls.
Screaming from the cheap seats,
(specifically,
the very last row in
the Spectrum), we saw the Flyers
put in their worst performance of
Ihe season. Goals by John Slaney,
Pctcr Bondra. and Kclly Miller
paced a 4-1 Washington victory.
Thc only bright spoIS for the Domll
were the numerallS fisticuffs. Enrico
Ciccone dueled twice with Dave
Brown, lind the Philly crowd was
rabid as ex-star Craig Berube beat
the Sluffing alit of Jim Cummins.
The post-game beers (there were
many beers) were consumed at the
Donut's favorite watering hole,
Marita's Cantina. The bright spot
of the Donut's weekend was the 12
game thrashing he gave Josh m the
ping-pong wblc. Gr<lnted,Josh was
intoxiccncd most of the time. The
Donut is experienced at indoor

AVA

#'\1"\

American
Airlines4

OAdult

99.9
WEZN

..

Continuous

HITS!

_

ations." This crap is not even real.
The adinjnistr£1lion took the cheapest, sweetest )llbsUlncc..~ever created and passeclthem off as natural
beverages. No wonder Hawaiian
Ptlnch, thcon Iy plcasantsurprise, is

on the menu. Please take notice that
this is a Pepsi-Cola product. Sup-

stand

Lab work is required.
make guest lectures.

Pakalolo

WIll

port Coca-Cola.
Numerous individuals have had
problems
adding that infamous
fourth and final class to their schedule. Schmoozing
has been tirelessly lobbying the administration
and Registrar's
office for a solution. We have proposed these five
classes, worth four credits each.

(I) PHE 354: David Brailey:
Whips, Chains, and Masks: S & M
in today's society. A multi-cultural
look al bondage,
cific.
(2)

HIS

220:

gender

non-spe-

Lisa

Wilson:

Founders and Brewers: Colonial
leaders and beer: A historical
glance at the relationship between
our independence and alcohol.
Taught MWF (9:00-12:00 pm) at
Cro lOS.
(3)COM

110: EmieSchlesinger:
The Art of Sega. Helpful hints and

game strategy analysis of numer
ous Sega games. A seminar in
Hockey '94 is available.
(4) ECO 399: Willian Niering:
4

Destroying our planet: Why it just
doesn'l mailer. The study of ways
kill trees, animals, and other
Ihingsthatgrow.
TripstoJedLow's
room arc included in the filth, destruction, and self-degradation con[0

centration.
(5) BI0411

SCOltWarren: Marijunna Ecology: A seminar on the
growth, processing,
and distribution of hemp and other naturally
produced, mind-altering subswnces.

Lately, the number one team in
college hoops remains at the top as
long as a full case of beer in Bob
Thomas's fridge. Kentucky, Arkansas' and North Carolina have all
fallen. Josh thinks that the young
Maryland Terrapins have a chance
to crack the LOp 10. Joe Smith, the
best freshman player in thecountry,
has dominated the center position.
Starling lWO freshman and three
sophomores, they should be powerfu~ for years to come. The Big Five
has made a resurgence in Philly.
Temple has renched number seven,
under the leadership
of Aaron
McKie. Penn also has a chance of
entering the polls, maybe repealing
their Final Four A ppcaf£lnce of the
late 70's. UConn, off 10 their best
start ever, has captured the imagination of the whole swte (who else
are they going to root for, the Whalers?) Speaking of Conn, the Camels played tough in a loss to Trinity.
Unfonunately, the largeauendance
stemmed fTom another factor. Many
in the crowd mistook freshman Mael
Carey for the famous rapper Vanilla Ice and expected a rousing
performance of "Ice, Ice, Baby."
SPORTS

MOVIE

TRIVIA

QUESTION
At what game did Christian Slater
catch a puck?
The winner
Flynn's

gets a ride in Ray

Dodge Omni, the succes-

sor of the 024

--------
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Men's basketball loses to
Trinity and Coast Guard,
falls to 3-10 record
began to use its size to completely overwhelm the Camels.
Led by Dana Aiken and David Jones,
Trinity grabbed complete control of the
offensive boards and convened many of
them into easy hoops. Conn shot 34 percent from the field and went into the
locker room at halftime down by 15

By ED MErzENDORF
Tile College Voice
Two home losses last week at the hands
of rivals Coast Guard and Trinity dropped
themen'sbasketballteam
to a3-IO record.
Despite playing well on Saturday, the
learn wasovermatched
by the bigger, more
experienced Trinity team. Trinity came
into the game ranked fifth in New England, and they did not disappoint their
fans who accompanied
them from Hartford, jumping out to an early eight point

points.
The men carne out strong in the second
half and began LO convert Trinity turn-

overs into easy baskets. Five minutes
into the second half Conn only trailed by
Len. Trinity began to clean up their careless play and seize control of the game a
couple minutes later.
Conn was never able to make a substantial run at Trinity and ended up losing
69-54. The key indgredicnt in Trinity's

lead.
As they have done all season, Conn
refused to be intimidated by the Bantams,
and began to cut into their lead. After
Andre Wright's tip-in, the Camels had cut
the Trinity lead to 15-10. Unfortunately,
Conn did not get any closer, for Trinity

Sec Men's, p. 14

Sophcmore Andre Wright laying in an easy two in the team's 69-541055 to rival Trinity.

Hard work pays off for men's
and women's swim teams
which gave her the school record. The third star
was freshman Ulrika Kjelberg of Enfield, Connecticut who finished first in the 200 breaststroke
in 2:45.75.

The College Voice
While many people were kicking back over
break, enjoying numerous talk shows and watching the Tanya Harding case unfold by the hour,
the Connecticut
College men's and women's
swim teams had brutal practices and intense meets
which resulted in several wins and new school
records.

I~

t

Both teams had excellent recruiting years and
added a number of freshmen who have had an
immediate impact on their teams. Senior Carol
Fishbone explained that although the Conn team
~~
." is a young one this year. the freshmen swimmers
and divers are doing exceptionally
well.
"The freshmen are the amazing part of this
learn," Fishbone said.
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At this point, with two meets left before the
New England Championships,
all the female
rrcshrncn have q uali ned for the post -season meet.
On Saturday, the women's team defeated visiting Brandeis 118-91, while the men lost. Sara
Shaughnessey broke her own record in the one
meier <live, and freshman Kristine Kunkel set a
new record in the 1650 in 19:23. Freshman
Kcnyaua DaCosta set the men's record in the one
meier dive.
On Saturday. January 22, both squads competed against swimmers ofWesteyan University.
Neither Conn team could pulI off a win against a
tough Cardinal squad. The women lost by the
score of 131-82 which, as is often the case i~
swimming, did not tell the whole story.
Three outstanding women led the Wesleyan
meet. Freshman Leah Levine of Ocean, New

4 W$s.ittte~oring Jinew¥~SiWilarf(!;~iti;rday)g~~~.!1~:G;;~·rii!
mJ;tt<! a~21~duntil Holy CroSs PIIII~d#,~'1lxwitli;foilt;

jumped

straightg9aJSin(he.secO';dandthit(/l1eri9dS:smithh;;#.t\rO'giiaj~

Jersey was able to qualify for the New England
Championships in the 200 backstroke with a time
of2:27. J 6. Freshman Tammy Bryant of Golden,
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Meanwhile,
the men lost to Wesleyan by a
141-66 score. Conn senior Toby Efferen set a
school record in the 1650 with a time of 19:21.
Junior Ned Owens won the 200 backstroke in
2:02.15 and sophomore Mike D' Amour won the
200 breaststroke in 2:29.43.
The women's
team competed
against the
women of Mt, Holyoke Tuesday and lost despite
a strong showing by many swimmers.
Many
personal bests were recorded.
"I think that Jen Carnes did a great job," said
senior diver Carol Fishbone. Carnes anchored
the 200 medley relay and came back from behind
to ouuouch her opponent on the final stretch.
On Wednesday,
January 26, the men had a
meet against the Coast Guard Academy.
The
Conn swimmers lost the meet, although all of the
team members put in a strong effort
Fishbone pointed out that despite the losses
over break, several members of the team were
standout winners.
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to MARNIE SHER, guard

Highlights

the game

•.

winning

include
basket

23 points

on the women's

and four assistsin

in the waning

seconds)

won the 200 backstroke

basketball
a 85--47

and

seven

team.

win over
assists

Mamie

Coast

had a terrific

Guard,

in a 64-63

in 2: 19.26,

20 points

victory

over

"Efferen set records in the 1000 and 1650,
Tammy Bryant in the 200 backstroke,
Sarah
Shaughnessy in the one meter dive, and I set one
in the three meter dive," Fishbone said.
The entire team worked very hard in practice
over the break, according to Fishbone. Some
team members went to Florida to train, while
others participated
in double session practices
for two weeks straight.
Both the men's and women's squads participated in a meet against Clark University on
January 15. The men suffered a defeat 122-91
while the women were able 10 pull off a win 6737. For the season, the men have :rl--{) record and
the women have evened their record 3-3 .

January,

and has helped

in a loss to Trinity,
Eastern

Connecticu,t.

lead

and fourteen

the team
points

